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A BOUND ON THE RANK OF PURELY SIMPLE SYSTEMS
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FRANK OKOH

Abstract. A pair of complex vector spaces (V, W) is called a system if and

only if there is a C-bilinear map from C2 X V to W. The category of

systems contains subcategories equivalent to the category of modules over

the ring of complex polynomials. Many concepts in the latter generalize to

the category of systems. In this paper the pure projective systems are

characterized and a bound on the rank of purely simple systems is obtained.

Introduction. The classification of a pair of linear maps /,, Vx -» V2, f2:

Vx -» V2 is connected with the graph

0) ar k        ]-a2
h

A representation of (1) assigns complex vector spaces Vx, V2 to a, and a2

respectively and linear maps /,, f2 as above to /, and l2 respectively. If one

restricts oneself to finite-dimensional vector spaces, then a theorem of

Kronecker and Weierstrass says that every representation is a direct sum of

indecomposable representations. Using this result and theorems proved by

Aronszajn and Fixman we give, in §2, a characterisation of representations

that are direct sums of finite-dimensional indecomposable representations in

the case when the vector spaces are of arbitrary dimension. Aronszajn

became interested in these representations because of his investigation of

finite-dimensional perturbations of spectral problems. He and Fixman in [1]

call a representation of (1) a system. They prove results analogous to those in

the theory of abelian groups. Our characterisation of pure projective systems

in §2, for instance, is analogous to the characterisation of pure projective

abelian groups, with finite-dimensional indecomposable representations play-

ing the role of cyclic groups. Our proof like the proofs of many of the results

in [1] relies heavily on the structure of finite-dimensional systems and is not

valid in the category of the representations of a graph like (1) with more than
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two arrows. Irrespective of the number of arrows, the category is equivalent

to the category of right modules over a hereditary subring of Mn+x(C), where

n is the number of arrows; see [6]. One wonders about the hereditary rings for

which theorems analogous to those we have for systems can be proved.

§3 is a contrast to §2. In the category of modules over a principal ideal

domain it is easily shown that there is no purely simple module of rank

greater than one. Already in [4], there is an example of a purely simple system

of rank two. We show that for any positive integer n there exists a purely

simple system of rank n. In §4 it is proved that a system of rank greater than

the cardinality of the continuum cannot be purely simple, i.e., has a proper

pure subsystem. I do not know if there exists a purely simple system of any

infinite rank. For convenience we have also included in §1, without proof,

some results and definitions in the literature that we use constantly.

We should add that (1) is a quiver as defined in [10]. As a result of new

striking results interest has grown in the finite-dimensional representations of

quivers and their generalizations. We refer in particular to Gabriel's results in

[9]. Dlab and Ringel, using the functors introduced in [2] by Bernstein,

Gel'fand and Ponomarev, have extended Gabriel's theorems to valued

graphs. For details, see [3]. There is a survey in [10] of other developments in

the representation of quivers and the connection with the representation of

algebras. The results of our paper and the theorems in [11] can be viewed as

results on the infinite-dimensional complex representations of the algebra

corresponding to the quiver (1). In [12], Ringel considers the problem of

obtaining an infinite-dimensional indecomposable module from finite-dimen-

sional ones. Applying his results to systems one gets only indecomposable

systems of rank < 1. However the correspondence between nonsingular sys-

tems and modules over the complex polynomials (see [1]) enables one to get

indecomposable systems of any rank less than the first inaccessible cardinal;

see [8, Vol. II]. Such systems are not purely simple.

1. Preliminaries. All vector spaces are over the complex numbers.

Definition 1.1. (a) ^4 system is a pair of vector spaces (V, W) together with a

system operation which is a C-bilinear map (e, v) h» ev of C2 X V into W. V

is called the domain space and W the range space. The dimension of a system

(V, W) is defined as dim V + dim W, where dim is the vector space dimension.

(b) A system (S, T) is a subsystem of a system (X, Y) in case S and T are

subspaces ofX and Y respectively and es G T for alls E S and e G C2.

(c) A homomorphism from a system (S, T) to a system (X, Y) is a pair of

linear mapsfx: S -» X,f2: T-> Y such that e -fx(s) = f2(e • s) for ail s E S and

eGC2.

(d) // (S, T) is a subsystem of (X, Y) the quotient (X, Y)/(S, T) is the

system given by the pair of spaces (X/S, Y/T) and the system operation is (e,
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x + S) h> ex + Tfor all x £ X, e E C2.

(e) A subsystem (S, T) of(X, Y) is a direct summand of(X, Y) in case there

exists a subsystem (U, Z) of(X, Y) such that X = S + U, and Y = T + Z.

Definition 1.2. (a) A subsystem (S, T) of(X, Y) is said to be pure in (X, Y)

provided that for every intermediate subsystem (U, Z), (S, T) c (U, Z) c (X,

Y) such that (U, Z)/(S, T) is finite-dimensional, (S, T) is a direct summand of

(U,Z).
(b) A system (X, Y) is said to be purely simple if it has no proper pure

subsystem.

(c) A system ( V, W) is said to be pure-projective if it has the projective

property relative to the class of pure-exact sequences.

Remark 1.3. One can deduce from 1.2(a) that a direct sum of finite-dimen-

sional systems is pure-projective.

Definition 1.4. (a) A system (V, W) is said to be torsion-free if and only if

for every 0 ^ e £ C2, the map v \-*ev is infective.

(b) Let X, Y be subsets of V, W resp.; there exists a smallest subsystem, (Vx,

Wx) of (V, W) with X c Vx, Y <zWx such that (V, W)/(VX, Wx)

is torsion-free. (Vx, Wx) is called the torsion-closure of (X, Y) in (V, W) or

the subsystem of(V, W) generated by (X, Y). A subsystem (X, Y) of(V, W) is

said to be torsion-closed in (V, W) if(X, Y) = torsion-closure of(X, Y) in (V,

W) denoted by tc(K W)(X, Y).

(c) A system (V, W) is said to be of rank t, not necessarily finite, if (V,

W) - tç,K, W)(0, {vf,},e/) and card(J) = t but (V,W)* tc(0, {wj}j£j) for

any J c I. The set {w¡)ieI is then said to be a basis of (V, W) with respect to

generation. We refer to [4] for the fact that this is well defined and for the proof

of the theorem below.

Theorem 1.5 [4, Theorem 2.4]. For every torsion-closed subsystem (X, Y) of

(V, W), rank(F, W) = rank(K, W)/(X, Y) + rank(*, Y).

Definition 1.6. Let (V, W) be a system and let w E W. Consider a basis (a,

b) of C2. We define the height H(w)B at 9 relative to (V, W) as follows: if the

equation bev = w (9 £ C = C U {oo}) and the ordered pair

,.     ,     ¡(b-6a,a)    ifO^n,

^a)=\(a,b) if 9 = 00,

has no solution in (V, W)put H(V' nr>(w)$ = 0. If it does consider the positive

integers k for which there exists a chain ((vx, v2, . . ., vk), (wx, w2, .. ., wk+x))

with b$vx = wx = w, av¡ = wi+x = bevi+x, i = 1,..., k — 1, avk = wk+x.

Take H(I/' w\w)g to be the supremum of these k's.

Remark, (a) If (V, W) is torsion-free and O^wE IT, the chain above is

unique and if k = H{K ^(w)^ we call the subsystem of (V, W) spanned by
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((o„ ..., vk), (wx,..., wk, wk+x)) the 9-closure of (0, w) in (V, W). The

{«,}*_, and {Wj}^¡ are each linearly independent. The latter fact follows

from Theorem 1.7 below.

(h)A height function, H, is a function from C to the positive integers U {oo}.

Two height functions H and H' are said to be equivalent if and only if

(i) the set A = {9 G C: H, =£ H¿) is finite and He¥=oo¥= H'9for 9 G A.

(ii) If one of the functions does not assume the value oo then ^,ge^He —

Let C(£) be the complex rational functions. (C(£), C(£))ai is made into a

system as follows: af' = /, bf= £/", / G C(£). The isomorphism type of such a

system is independent of choice of basis of C2 and is denoted by 31 [1, p.

327].

Theorem 1.7 [4, Theorem 3.4]. (a) There is a one-one correspondence

between equivalence classes of height functions and isomorphism types of rank 1

torsion-free systems. Given a height function H it corresponds to a system

(S, T)lb contained in (C(£), C(0)a,b with

S =[{(1 - * )"*: 0<k<H9+l,9**>}] +[{£*: 0 < k < Hx }],

T = [{(t-9yk:0<k<He+l}]

where (| — 9)~k denotes £* when 9 = oo (k is an integer) (S, T)"¿ is

torsion-free and of rank 1.

(b) If ( V, W) is of rank 1 then__ the height functions corresponding to the

heights of nonzero elements at 9 E C are all equivalent.

We note as in [4] that equivalence of height functions is independent of the

choice of basis of C2.

Let H be the height function defined by H9 = 0 for 9 E C and HM = oo.

The domain space and range space of (S, T)"b are respectively the space of

polynomials C[£]. The equivalence class of H, and therefore the isomorphism

type of (S, T)"b, depends on à = {aa: a E C}. We shall denote this

isomorphism type by ^¿. The isomorphism type of finite-dimensional

torsion-free rank 1 systems will be denoted by IIP, where m - 1 is the

dimension of the domain space and m the dimension of the range space. A

system of type III"* may be assumed to be spanned by a chain

((xx,..., xm_x), (yx, . . . ,yj) with axx = y„ axi+x « yi+x = bx¡, i =

l,...,m-2,bxm_x =ym.

Theorem 1.8. Let E: 0->(X, Y)-*(U, Z)->(K, W)-*0 be an exact

sequence of systems such that (X, Y) = ~2JeJ • (Xjt YJ), J finite. Suppose each

(Xj, Yj) is of type IIP* spanned by ((xXj,..., x^j), (yXj,... ,ym.J)) and (V,

W) is torsion-free. Then E is congruent to an extension in which the middle
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term is (X © V, Y © W) with the system operation defined by

a| 2 ajXj, vj = (a^ajXj + 2 lj(v)yXJ, av),

b\ 2 OjXp A = (b^ajXj, bv),     otj £ C,

where l¡ are linear functionals on V. The system operations on the first and the

second components on the right-hand side are in (X, Y)and(V, W)respectively.

Proof. In the case when card(J) = 1, this theorem is proved in [11,

Theorem 5.3] and the remark following it. The proof there generalizes to any

J with card(/) < oo.

Even if (X, Y) in 1.8 is not finite-dimensional we still have

Lemma 1.9 ([11, §4] or [5]). Let E: 0 -> (X, Y)^>(U, Z)-*(V, W)-*0 be
an exact sequence of systems. Then E is congruent to an extension in which the

middle term is (X © V,Y © W) and the system operation is given by

a(x, v) = (ax + a * v, av),       b(x, v) = (bx + b * v, bv),

where * is a C-bilinear map from V to Y.

Lemma 1.10. Let (U, Z) be a torsion-free system of rank n and (X0, Y0) a

finite-dimensional   torsion-closed  subsystem   of  rank   n — 1,   such   that

(U, Z)/(X0, Y¿) is of type 9¿.If(X, Y) is any other finite-dimensional torsion

closed subsystem of (U, Z) of rank n — 1, then (U, Z)/(X, Y) is also of type

Proof. We may by Lemma 1.9 and the definition of <$¿ take U = X0 ©

Vx, Z=Y0®WX with (Vx, Wx) the system (C[£], C[£])a>6 c (C(& C(0)aJ>.

The system operation in (U, Z) is as in 1.9. For u = (jc0, /) E U (z = (j>0,

/) E Z respectively) we call / the polynomial part of u (z respectively).

Suppose (X, Y) is a torsion-closed subsystem of (U, Z) of rank n - 1. By

Theorem 1.5, (V, W) = (U, Z)/(X, Y) is of rank 1 and it is infinite-dimen-

sional by the hypothesis. To prove that ( V, W) is of type <$¿ it is therefore

enough by 1.7 to show that, for a nonzero element w in W,

H(v' w)(w)e = 0      for almost all 9 EC,

H(v'w \w)9 < oo     for allô EC.

This is equivalent to showing (again, by 1.7) that the following subsystem of

(V, W)

(2) ( Vo, W° ) =    2 {0-closure of w in ( V, W )}
Lbsc

is finite-dimensional.
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To prove (2) we shall need the above representation of U and Z and

(3) Let S be a subset of C[£]. Then S generates a finite-dimensional

subspace of C[£] if and only if there exists a positive integer N such that, for

every s E S, degree ofs<N. We say, in that case, that S has bounded degree.

If (y® f) £ Z, let (y0,/) denote the image of (y0, /) under the natural

projection on W = Z/ Y. From Theorem 1.8 and the definition of the system

operation on the quotient (V, W)/(X, Y),

(4) If (y^f) * 0 then HiV> ̂((y^f)), > 0 implies that £ - 9 is a zero off
modulo the polynomial parts of Y.

Let Vo (Wp°) denote the polynomial parts in {u + x: x E X, u + X E

Vo), ({z + y: y G Y, z + Y G W0}). Since (X, Y) is finite-dimensional (4)

and (3) imply that Vp°, Wp° are both of bounded degree. Hence, by (3), [Vp°],

[ Wp°] are finite-dimensional vector spaces. It is readily seen that

(Vo, W°) c ([ Vp°], C2[ Vp0]) + JX^YT) + (0, [ Wp0}) C (V, W)

where

C2[ Vp°] = {ev: e E C2, v G [ Vo]}    and

_(*o7rô7 - ((** Yo) + (*. Y))/ (X, Y).

([Vp], C2[Vp0]) is similarly defined. Therefore (Vo, W°) is finite-dimen-

sional as required.

Lemma 1.11. Let E: 0-*(X, Y)-*(U, Z)->(K, W)^>0 be an exact

sequence of systems where (X, Y) is torsion-free of rank n and finite-

dimensional and (V,W) is of type ^¿. Then (U, Z) is also an extension of a

system (X0, Y0) of type ©„III1 by a system of type <$¿.

Proof. By the preceding Lemma and Theorem 1.5 it is sufficient to find a

subsystem (X0, Y0) c(U,Z) that is torsion-closed and of type 0 III1. Using

Theorem 1.7 we may take ( V, W) to be the system

(C[¿],C[|])a6c(C(0,C(|))u(6.

By [1, Theorem 4.3], (X, Y) is of type ©"_,IIP. So we also assume that (*,

Y) and (U, Z) are of the form given in the hypothesis and conclusion

respectively of Theorem 1.8. In the notation of 1.8 let

(X0, Y0) = (0, [ymii, + y12]) + (0, [ym2>2 + y,3]) + • • •

+ (0.[^-,'^-.+^]) + (0'[>'^+,])•

It is of type ©„III1.

Suppose be(x, v) E Y0. Then

(5)     be(x, v) = y,(ymi>1 + y12) + • • • + y„(y^ + ty      1j e c-
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Let x - ITl'i^nXn + • • • + 2^7 Vi»**.- (If »* = 1> tbejth term of * in the
above expression is 0.)

If 9 ¥= oo, we conclude from the definition of the system operation in (17,

Z) that y„/(£ - 9) = v £ C[£]; hence y„ = 0 = v. Applying the definition of

the ¿^-action and equating the coefficients of yJk, j = 1,..., mk, k =

1,..., n, leads to

-0«u-y*-i>     r*-i = °  ifk = l,

alk~ 9a2k = °>

a2k -  0«3fc = °.

(6) :

«m4-i,i = y*.      *-l,...,».

From (6) we deduce that (x, v) = (0, 0). The same conclusion is valid if

9 = oo, i.e., bg = a. Therefore (X0, Y0) is torsion-closed and we are done with

the proof of Lemma 1.11.

Lemma 1.12. Let (X, Y) be a purely simple torsion-free system. Then any

proper torsion-closed subsystem of (X, Y) which is of finite rank is a system of

type ©/e/IIIm', I finite.

Proof. Let (XQ, Y0) ¥= (X, Y) be torsion-closed of rank t. If / = 1 and (X0,

Y0) is infinite-dimensional then it is pure in (X, Y) by [4, Theorem 5.2],

contradicting (X, Y) purely simple. So (X0, Y0) is of type III"1'. We assume

the lemma for all torsion-closed (Xx, Yx) c (X, Y) of rank < / - 1. Let (Xq,

YQ) be a torsion-closed subsystem of (X, Y) of rank t. If it has no direct

summand of type III'"', it will be pure in (X, Y) by [7, Theorem 1]. So (X0,

Y0) has a direct summand of type III"1'. The latter has a direct complement,

(X2, Y2) in (X0, Y0) of rank t — 1. (X2, Y2) is torsion-closed in (X, Y) and

hence by the induction hypothesis it is a system of type 0"=2III"\

Lemma 1.14 is readily deduced from Theorem 1.13. A real number x =

ax/m is said to be radical if and only if a and m are positive integers. The

exponent of a radical number is the least positive integer m such that xm is a

positive integer.

Theorem 1.13 [13]. Let xx,...,xn be radical numbers with exponents

mx,..., mn. If the positive integers xxm\ ..., x*£* are coprime then xx,..., x„

generate a field extension of the rationals of degree m, • m2.m„.

Lemma 1.14. Let P be the set of all positive rational primes and for L c P let

QL be the field extension obtained by adjoining to Q the real numbers Vn~ for

all positive rational integers n and all I E L. If Lx is not contained in L2, then
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QL is not contained in QL (a), a a complex number algebraic over Q.

2. Pure projective systems. We refer to [1] for a description of systems of

type Im, IP and a proof of

Theorem 2.1 [1, Theorem 4.3]. Every finite-dimensional system is a direct

sum of finite-dimensional indecomposable subsystems, i.e., subsystems of type V",

II? or nr.

In this section we shall give a characterisation of those systems that are

direct sums of finite-dimensional subsystems. In a system (V, W) =

®ieI(V', W'), I an arbitrary indexing set, we have H((w¡)¡eI)9 «

inf{H(w¡)9: i E I}. Using this and [1, Theorem 6.6] we deduce

Proposition 2.2. If (V, W) is torsion-free and a direct sum of finite-dimen-

sional indecomposable subsystems, then any subsystem of ( V, W) has a direct

summand of type III7" for some positive integer m.

Theorem 2.3. A system (V, W) is pure-profective if and only if it is a direct

sum of finite-dimensional indecomposable subsystems.

Proof. We have already remarked in 1.3 that a direct sum of finite-dimen-

sional systems is pure projective.

Let (V, W) be a pure projective system and let (Va, Wa)aeI be the set of all

finite-dimensional subsystems of (V, W) and (k0, X0) the inclusion map. Let

(X, Y) = 2 ©K, wj,   and   (k,X) = 2 (/ca,Aa).
oe; aei

Let (K, L) = (ker k, ker X). We get the exact sequence

0 -* (K, L) -* (X, Y)^>(V,W)-+ 0.

In the abelian category of systems, purity as defined in 1.2 is 5 -purity, where

$ is the family of finite-dimensional systems, in the terminology of [14]. By

[14, Theorem 2.4], (K, L) is pure in (X, Y). Since (V, W) is pure projective,

we get that

(t) (X, Y) is isomorphic to (K, L) ® (V, W).

(X, Y) is a direct sum of finite-dimensional systems, so by 2.1 it is a direct

sum of finite-dimensional indecomposable subsystems. Therefore t(X, Y),

where / stands for the 'torsion part' is a direct summand of (X, Y). From (f)

we get that t(X, Y) = t(K, L) + t(V, W). Therefore t(V, W) c (V, W) is a

direct summand of (X, Y), hence a direct summand of (V, W). Since (V, W)

is pure-projective so is t(V, W). That t(V, HO is a direct sum of finite-

dimensional indecomposable subsystems follows from [1, Propositions 9.16,

9.19 and p. 338] and [8, Vol. I, Theorem 30.2]. So in (|) we may assume that

(V, W) is torsion-free. Therefore, (X, Y) is a direct sum of finite-dimensional
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subsystems of type III"1, for various positive integers m. The claim that (V,

W) also has the latter property is established by imitating the proof of

Theorem 86.7 in [8] after first proving that direct summands of systems that

are direct sums of subgroups of type IIIm are separable. See [8] for definition.

The necessary modifications to the results quoted in the proof of Theorem

86.7 in [8] are immediate. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3.

Corollary 2.4. A direct summand of a system which is a direct sum of

finite-dimensional indecomposable subsystems is itself a direct sum of finite-di-

mensional indecomposable subsystems.

Proof. A direct summand of a pure projective system is pure prqjective.

Therefore 2.4 follows from 2.3.

3. Existence of purely simple systems of arbitrary finite rank.

Theorem 3.1. For each positive integer, n, there exists a purely simple system

of rank n.

Proof. Let

W = V 4- [w2] © • • • ®[wn],   where w, =£ 0 for / = 2,..., n.

We make ( V, W) into a system by requiring for a fixed basis (a, b) of C2 the

following relations.

a£* = £* + a2kw2 + • • • + a„kwn,       k - 0,1,2,...,

be = e+\
Pi_

where % = v^ and p¡ is the (/ — l)th prime in the usual ordering of the

positive rational primes, / = 2,..., n.

We shall now show that (V, W) is of rank n and it is purely simple. It is

straightforward to see that (V, W) is torsion-free. The subsystem (0,

2"_2 © Cwj) is a torsion-closed subsystem of (V, W) of rank n — \.

(V, W)/(0, 2?_2 © Cw,) is of type <3>¿. Hence, by Theorem 1.5, rank(K,

W) = n. To avoid repetition "pure subsystem" means a nontrivial pure

subsystem. Any pure subsystem (Àr, Y) c (V, W) is torsion-closed by [4,

Lemma 2.1(g)] and hence by 1.5, rankiA', Y) < n. We shall show by

induction that (V, W) has no pure subsystem.

Suppose (X, Y) is a rank 1 infinite-dimensional pure subsystem of (V, W).

Then (X, Y) = tc(0,y), 0 *= y E Y.

(?) y = 2 ß,w, + 2 y¿'.     ß„ y, e c.
1-2 /-O

Since (X, Y) is torsion-closed in (V, W), H^x'Y\yx)9 = H(V< W)(yx)9 for ail
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yx E Y and all 9 G C. Denote this common height by H(yx)9. So by

Theorem 1.7

2 H(y)9= oo.

9eC

This implies that y is not in 2"„2 © Cw, and so we may assume that y, ^ 0

in (7). The sum of the heights of y at 9 G C does not exceed the correspond-

ing sum for the image of y in (V, W)/(0, 2"-=2 © Cw,) and the latter is

finite by Theorem 1.7. Thus H(y)x = oo. Using the definition of the system

operation in (V, W) this leads to

t
(8) 2 7,«/,*+, = 0,      k = 1,2,..., / = 2,..., n.

i-0

From (8) and the assumption y, i= 0 we conclude that for 1 = 2, for instance,

Vn~iEK= e(y0,y„...,y„ V2,V3,...,V7TT)

for all positive integers m. Hence in the notation of Lemma 1.14 Qm c K0 c

.rv where /f0 = {k E K: K is algebraic over Q). However this is not possible

because Q^ is not a finite extension of Q as is immediately deduced from

1.13. Therefore (V, W) does not contain a rank 1 infinite-dimensional pure

subsystem. We now assume that (V, W) does not contain an infinite-dimen-

sional pure subsystem of rank < s < n and show that it cannot contain one

of rank s + 1. We shall assume the contrary and proceed to get a contra-

diction.

Let (X, Y) he an infinite-dimensional pure subsystem of rank s + 1. Any

pure subsystem of (X, Y) has rank < í and so by the transitivity of purity [1,

Proposition 5.2(a)] and the induction hypothesis, (X, Y) has no pure infinite-

dimensional subsystem. It has no finite-dimensional pure subsystem because

such a subsystem would be a direct summand in (X, Y) whose complement in

(X, Y) would be an infinite-dimensional pure subsystem, [1, Theorem 5.5 and

Proposition 5.2(e)]. Therefore (X, Y) is purely simple. Let (XQ, Y0) be a

torsion-closed subsystem of (X, Y) of rank s. By Lemma 1.12, (XQ, Y0) is

finite-dimensional. So (X, Y)/(X0, Y0) is a rank 1 infinite-dimensional

system. It is of type <$¿ by an argument identical to the proof of (2) in

Lemma 1.10. By 1.11 we may further assume that (X0, Y0) is of type ©,111',

i.e., (X0, Y0) = 2Î-, • (0, Cy,) where eachy,. ̂  0. Let

m¡ »

y¡ = 2 yj£+ 2 xu»ï»    ¡=\,...,s,
;-0 1=2

= Pi + 2 X/,w/,     yß, x¡¡ e C.
i=i
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Since (X, Y) is purely simple, hence indecomposable, and infinite-dimen-

sional it has subsystems of type IIIm for arbitrarily large m, by [1, Theorem

6.6]. Using the definition of the system operation in ( V, W) this implies that

Y contains polynomials of arbitrarily large degree. As Y0 is finite-dimen-

sional, we may pick a generator of (X, Y)/(X0, Y0), y = 2yL07>^ + *o = P

+ Y0, where p = SJLoy,^ with ym =£ 0 and m > max(mx, m2,.. ., ms) in (9)

and H(V- ̂ (p)^ ^ 0. Since (X, Y)/(*0, Y0) is of type <$¿, we conclude that

(10) //^.i')/(^i'o)(>,)oo=00.

Using the definition of the system operation on (X, Y)/(X0, Y0), (9) and (10)

we get that for each k > 1 there exist complex numbers tXk, t2k,..., tsk such

that

(11) aUkp + 2 £*"'£ tirP\ = f*p + SV-'Í typt + 2 W,
\ r=l i=l        / r-1 i=l /-l

where the action of a is in (V, W).

Substituting for.y, from (9) we get that the right-hand side of (11)

r=l 1=1 1=1
hk\ 2 y»?* 2x/,*7

,7 = 0 1=2

After applying the definition of the a action on the left-hand side of (11) and

equating the coefficients of w¡, I = 2,..., n, one gets

m k      s m¡ s

2 yj*j+kj+ 2 2^2 yji<Xj+k-r,i = 2 fex»-
7=0 r=l i = l     7=0 ¿=1

This gives
s        I m, \ m k-\    s m¡

(12)    2 <* * - 2 yß«ß = 2 yj«j+k,i+ 2 2k 2 7,,«,+
/=1      \ 7 = 0 /       7=0 r=l i = l     7=0

For all k (12) yields an (n — 1) X s matrix A

k-r,l-

A = v%)2</«.¡UK* an = X/, -  2 Y,,«,/-
7=0

We can now put (12) in the form

(13)

Hk

<sk

k-l

2 yj<Xj+ka   +2    21„   2 y,,«y+*-r,2
7=0 r-1        i-l ;=0

m k-l s mi

2 y/*/***   +2    2 hr   2 ip<*j+k-r»
7=0 r=l i=l 7=0
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where the right-hand side is an (n - 1) x 1 matrix. Since s + 1 < n - 1,

s < n - 2. So the rank of the matrix A < s. Therefore there exists a row of A

that is a C-linear combination of the other rows. For simplicity of notation we

assume that the row in question is the first row. The same proof works for

other rows mutatis mutandis. Let the required complex numbers in such a

linear combination be ir3, tt4, ..., mn. Since we are assuming the existence of

tXk,..., tsk such that (13) holds, the first row of the right-hand side of (13) is

a linear combination of the other rows by means of the same scalars

7T3,..., ir„. The matrix A is independent of k, so the same scalars work for

k « 1,2,3.
Let L be the set of primes used in the definition of the system operation of

( V, W) excepting the first prime, i.e., 2, and K = the field extension of QL in

the notation of 1.14 obtained by adjoining to QL the following:

(Í)W3, 7T4, ... ,irn;

(ii) the coefficients of p,p¡, i = 1,..., s, where p is the polynomial part of

y in (10) andp, are the polynomials in (9);

(iii) x/„ / = 2,..., n, i = 1,..., s, as in (9);
(iv) V2 , V3 ,..., Vm , m = degp. Recall that m > max(»z„ ..., ms).

The matrix A in (13) is over the field K, and the algebraic part KQ of K over

Q is a finite field extension of QL; hence K0 = QL(a), a a complex number.

We shall prove by induction that

(14)
K contains square roots of all positive integers and the

tik'sof (11) for all/c= 1,2,....

For k = 1 (13) becomes

(15)

'ii

2 Yy«z+U
y-o

2 Y,«,> i,n
7 = 0

By the definition of K and the fact that 2™.0"r>ay+u *s a ^"anear combina-

tion of the other rows, the right-hand matrix is over K. We can solve for

Ml» tsX in terms of the entries in A and the entries of the matrix on the

right-hand side of (15); hence r,„

in    K   by    definition.   We
tsX are in K. V2 , V3 ,

now    assume    that   t ii»

, Vm are

• • • > f,i»

tx2, ...,ts2,..., tXk_x, ...,tsk_x and Vm' +/- 1 , j - 1, 2,.... k - 1,

are contained in K for all 1 < m' < m. Reverting to (13), we know that the

first row of the matrix on the right-hand side is a ^T-linear combination of the
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other rows. By the induction hypothesis this X-linear combination is in K.

Therefore

m k-l    s m¡

2 y,«,-*-«4" 2 2 ',> 2 yjPj+k-r^ K-
7 = 0 r-1 i = l     7=0

Since m¡ < m for all / = 1,..., s the second term of the last expression is in

K by the induction hypothesis. Therefore

m m— 1

2 Yy«y+«e K>      2 yjaj+k,2 e k
7=0 7=0

by the induction hypothesis; hence ymctm+k¿ E K. Since ym =*= 0 this implies

that am+k2 = Vm + k £ K. Therefore the entries of A and the matrix on the

right-hand side of (13) are in K. As in the case k = 1, we conclude that

'u> • • • » 'j* are m K- ^y induction we have proved (14). Therefore K0 =

QL(ot), the algebraic part of K contains Q{2) contradicting Lemma 1.14. So

the assumption that (V, W) has an infinite-dimensional pure subsystem of

rank s + 1 is false. By induction, (V, W) does not have an infinite-dimen-

sional pure subsystem. Hence (V, W) is purely simple by an argument

identical to the proof that (X, Y) infinite-dimensional of rank s + 1 is purely

simple. This proves the theorem for n > 2. However, torsion-free rank 1

systems are purely simple by [4, p. 433].

Remark. Also in [4] is the case n = 2 of Theorem 3.1.

4. A bound on the rank of purely simple systems. We shall first prove some

easy lemmas.

Lemma 4.1. Let (U, Z) be a torsion-free system and (V, W) a torsion-closed

subsystem of(U, Z). If(X, Y) is a rank 1 subsystem of(U, Z) not contained in

(V, W) then (V, W) n (X, Y) = 0. In particular distinct torsion-closed rank 1

subsystems of (U, Z) intersect trivially.

Proof. Suppose (V, W) n (X, Y).0. By torsion-freeness this implies that

W f\ y^O. Therefore (X, Y) = tc(A. y)(0, y), 0 ^ y E W n Y. But

tCcY,v)(0,.y) C tcw¡z)(0,y) = tc(KW)(0,y) c (V, W).

The last equality comes from the fact that (V, W) is torsion-closed in (U, Z).

So (X, Y) c (V, W), contradiction.

Lemma 4.2. Let {w¡)¡el be a basis with respect to generation of a torsion-free

system (V, W). Then 2/e/tc((, W)(0, w¡) is a direct sum.

Proof. Denote tc,K W)(0, w¡) by (X¡, Y¡). Suppose

{Xi,Y,)r\ 2 (Xk,Yk)*0,
k£K
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where AT is a finite subset of / not containing /. Then as in the last lemma

Yt n "2keKYk ?*= 0. Let 0 ¥= y E Y, n 2keKYk. Since (X„ Y,) is of rank 1, it
is also equal to

^(xl,Y,)(0>y) C tc(K)H0( 2 (**» Yk)) c tc(K>HO(0, {wk)keK)

so w, E tc,y ht)(0, {wk)keK), contradicting the hypothesis that {w,.}/6/ form

a basis with respect to generation.

The next lemma is reminiscent of the method of correcting transformations

exploited in [1].

Lemma 4.3. Let (V, W) be a system. Suppose (V, W) = (V\ Wl) + (V2,

W2) and (p, v) is a homomorphism from (V\ Wx) to (V2, W2). Let

Vlt= {v- p(v):vE V1}   and   W„ = {w - v(w): w G Wx }.

Then {V,W) = (V¡1, Wv) 4- (V2, W2). Moreover^, Wv) is isomorphic to (Vx,
Wx).

Proof. That (V, W) = (Vp, Wv) + (V2, W2) is straightforward to check.

The map (lKi - p, lw\ — v), where 1K denotes the identity map, is an

isomorphism between (V', Wx) and (Vß, Wp).

Remark 4.4. // (X\ Yl) is of type III"" and (X2, Y2) is of type IIP2 with

m2 > mx then there is a monomorphism from (Xx, Y1) to (X2, Y2).

Indeed if (X1, Y1) and (X2, Y2) are spanned by the respective chains

((*},..., <_i), (y\,.. • ,yxm)), ((x\,..., x2mi_x), (y2,... ,y2m)),

<b:x}\^>xf,    i« 1, ...,im, - 1,

^:y}y^yf,    f=l,...,mx,

extended linearly to (A"1, Y1) is a monomorphism.

Theorem 4.5. If (U, Z) is a torsion-free system of rank r > c where c is the

cardinality of the continuum then (U, Z) is not purely simple.

Proof. Choose a basis of (U, Z) with respect to generation. Let (í/1, Z1) be

the subsystem of (£/, Z) generated by all but one element of the above basis.

If it has no direct summand of type IIP then it is pure in (17, Z) by [7,

Theorem 1]. So we may assume that

(16)    ( Ux, Z ' ) = (Xo, Y° ) + ( V, W) where (Xo, Y° ) is of type IIP.

(Note that for the rest of the proof any reference to m is to the m in (16).)

Rank of (V, W) = r > c by Theorem 1.5. Let {w¡}ieI he a basis of (V, W)

with respect to generation, and (X', Y') = tc(K „^(0, w¡) = tc(C/Z)(0, w¡). If

any of these (X', Y') is infinite-dimensional, it would be pure in (U, Z) by [4,

Theorem 5.2]. Therefore to complete the proof of the theorem we may assume
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that

(17) (A", Y' ) is of type III"* for all / E /.

By Lemma 4.2 we get

(18X0) (Xo, Y°) + 2 • (X1, Y') E(UX,ZX).

tel

Our first goal is to prove

(Ux, Zx) has a subsystem 2y6/- (Uj, ZJ) where each

(19) (Uj, Zj) is a direct summand of (UX,ZX) of type III"*,

and card(7) = card(7) = r.

Proof of (19). Let

/,° ={/£/: (X\ y ) is a direct summand of (V, W)},

Io = (i El: m¡ > m, m¡ as in (17)}.

If card(/,°) = r, (19) follows from (18) (0), and if card(/2°) = r, it follows from

4.4 and Lemma 4.3 with

(V,W) = (Xo, Y°) + 2 • (X', Y'), (Vx, Wx) = (Xo, Y°), (V2, W2)

= 2 -(X^Y1).

We may therefore assume that the set

73° = [i E I: m¡ < m and (X1, Y' ) is not a direct summand of ( V, W))

has cardinality r. By [1, Theorem 6.6], for / in /3°, (X', Y') is contained in

(X[+x, Y[+x) + (Xi+X, y2'+1), each of type III"*+I. The set

[w[, w'2: wl is a generator of (Xki+X, F¿+1 ),k=l, 2; i £ /3° }

must have r independent elements with respect to generation in (V, W)

because the sum of the systems each pair generates contains r elements

independent with respect to generation in (V, W), since cardi/j0) = r. So by

4.2, there is a subset /, c /3°, card(/,) = r and 2,e/, • (XkiArX, Yki+X) c (V,

W),k=l or 2. Hence

(18X0 (^0.^0)+ 2 •(Xki+\Yki+x)c(Ux,Zx).
te I,

Repeat the same argument on /, as was carried out on / to get /,', ij, I3X in

place of Io, Io I3 and if necessary a set I2 of cardinality r and
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(18X2) (X0, YQ) + 2 • (Xl+\ Yl+2) C (Í/'.Z1),

where (X'k+2, Y'k*2) is of type IIP+2.

Since m is finite, for some integer n, we must get /„ c 73 _1 such that one of

the sets /," = {z G /„: (Xf, Yf) is a direct summand of (V, W)),

I2 = {/ G J„: m¡; + n > m) has cardinality r and

(18X») (X0, Y0) + 2 • (*rn» Y'k+n ) C (í/1, Z1 ).

If card(/,n) = r, (19) follows from (18) (zi) and if card(/2") = r it follows from

4.4 and Lemma 4.3. We have an exact sequence of systems

0^ (U\ Z1 ) -> (U, Z) -»(V2, W2) ^0.

By the choice of (Ux, Z1), (V2, W2) is of rank 1. By Lemma 1.9 we may

assume that

U= UX®V2,       Z = ZX® W2,

and that the system operation in (U, Z) is given by

e • (ux, v2) = (eux + e * v2, ev2)

where * is a bilinear map from C2 x V2 to Z1. Let \JJ£J U^SJç {z^}, Kj a

finite set, be a basis of 2,Ey • ZJt the range space of the system 2jey • (Uj, ZJ)

of (19).

The cardinality of this basis is r. We extend it to a basis, B, of Z '.

Define a map/: CxT2-» finite subsets of Z ' as follows:

f(e,v2)= (z„ ...,z„) cZUf

n

e * v2 ~ 2 a/z/>   zi> • • • » zn distinct elements of B
i=i

and a, ¥= 0 for all / = 1,..., n.

The cardinality of C2 X V2 is c. Therefore there exists Z, G {Zj)jeJ, the

set of range spaces in (19) such that for z G Z, and 7 = 2}=,a,Zy, a, ^ 0 for

f=l,...,t,ZjE B, then {z,}^, n f(e, v-ff = Q> for all (<?, t¿ G C2 X K2.
This follows from the fact that excluding the zero element, the ZJs are

mutually disjoint and there are r of them. The theorem will be proved if we

show that (Ux, Zx) is a direct summand in (U, Z) because a direct summand

of a system is a pure subsystem. By (19) we have (I/1, Z1) = (I/,, Z,) 4- (K1,

W1) for some system (K1, Wl) c (í/1, Z1). Therefore

U=(UX+ V1)® V2,       Z = (ZX+WX)®W2.

It is enough to show that e(vx, v2) E Wx © W2 for all e E C2 and (o1,

u2) EVX ® V2 for in that case (U, Z) would be equal to

(Ux,Zx) + (Vl® V2,C2(Vl® V2)) + (0, W3)
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where W3 is any complement in Z of Z, + C2(VX © V2). Let (vx, v-j) E Vx

© V2.

e(vx, v2) = (evx + e * v2, ev2).

evx E Wx because (Vx, Wx) is a subsystem of (Í/1, Z1), and eo2 E W2. Let

e * v2 = 2"_ ,0/Z,, 2/ distinct elements of B and a, ¥= 0 for all / = 1,..., n.

f(e,v2) = {zx,...,zn}.

By the choice of Z„ zx,...,zn must all lie in Wx 4- If2, hence e*v2EWx

© If2. Therefore e(ü„ oj is in Wx © W2 as required. This completes the

proof of Theorem 4.5.

I do not know if there exists a purely simple system of any infinite rank.

However we obtain some information from 4.7 from which we could derive

4.5 as a corollary.

Definition 4.6. A nonzero subsystem (X, Y) c ( V, W) is said to be of

corank 1 if (V, W)/(X, Y) is of rank 1.

Theorem 4.7. Let (V, W) be a purely simple torsion-free system. Then

dim((P, W)/(X, Y)) > rank(F, W) for all torsion-closed subsystems (X,

Y)C(V, W) of corank 1.

Proof. If rank(F, W) = 1, the conclusion of the theorem is vacuously

satisfied. Let 2 < rank(F, W) < oo. Then the hypothesis and Theorem 2.1

exclude finite-dimensional systems. By Lemma 1.12, any torsion-closed sub-

system (X, Y) c (V, W) of corank 1 is a system of type ©teArIII'^,

card(AT) < oo. So dim(F, W)/(X, Y) is infinite. So let rank(F, W) = r, an

infinite cardinal. We observe that in the notation of the proof of 4.5,

f(e>V2)n{zj}'j_x=0

for all (e, v2)EC2X V2 if and only if (f(a, v) U f(b, v)) n {*,}}_, = 0 for

all v in a basis of V2 and (a, b) a basis of C2. So if dim((F, W)/(X, Y)) is less

than rank( V, W) we proceed as in 4.5 to get a contradiction to the hypothesis

that (V, W) is purely simple.
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